satisfies A but not A^ in R" follows immediately from the fact that W has this property in R.
Throughout this paper the letters z, /, k, m and n will denote integers whether this is stated in the context or not; the letters a, b, h and x will be arbitrary real numbers, and C will denote a positive constant not necessarily the same at each occurrence.
2. Definitions and simple observations. Define Í1/2, 0<x<4""-1, 1. ,r^+4~; flnk_m fk(x)dx = A~' provided j < m < n.
2. il£ fAx) is constant on the interval (mA~"~l, (m + l)4-"-1] for 7/2 an integer and on adjacent intervals of this type differs by a factor of 3, 1/3 or 1.
3. On (72A-", A~n], W(x) = 3*2"2"-1 on a subset of measure
4. If 0 < x < 1, -x/2 < h < x and 0 < 6 < 1, then half. Therefore, on (VA'", 4"""], ïlj**n fk(x) equals 3k2~"-1 on a subset of measure ("'t )2~ . Observation 3 follows immediately from this.
To prove observation 4, fix x and h satisfying the conditions and let g(y) = n^p' f A\y). By observation 2, g(y) changes by at most a factor of 3 on an interval of length 4-«(|*l>-1. since \dh\ < \h\ < 4~"(l¿l), 3-4g(x) < g(x + dh) < 34g(x). Since -x/2 <h<x, the product for W,(x + Oh) can have at most two more or two fewer f.'s in it than g(x + dh) so 2~2gU + Oh) < wAx + Oh) < 322~2g(x + Oh).
Combining these inequalities and using the fact that g(x) = W Ax) proves These show that the integrals of W over two adjacent subintervals of [0, l] of the same size are comparable. This obviously implies condition A by considering the two halves of the interval that is to be doubled.
To prove the second inequality in (3.1) write the integral as 
